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Just a few years ago, the switch from the “Last Contact”to “Bathtub” models represented a small revolution inonline marketing. But truth be told, both methods aresimply heuristics, applying arbitrary rules rather thanlearning from the data. The next major evolutionarystep is a state-of-the-art data-driven attribution model.As data-driven approaches become more popular, thenumber of available models is growing. Marketerslooking for a suitable attribution model quickly findthemselves confronted with an overwhelming numberof options. It is becoming increasingly difficult to evalu-ate models in terms of their strengths and weaknesses,and to decide on the right model.
A quality attribution model decisively impacts the effi-ciency of online marketing, and is therefore central to acompany’s competitiveness. In order to sensibly allocatebudgets, it’s necessary to break down the status quo ofattribution, and prepare the way for attribution 2.0. Thismeans not only turning away from classical heuristics,but also the further development and individualizationof data-driven procedures, including game-theoreticalapproaches, machine learning algorithms, and regres-sion approaches.
The question of the suitable model can’t be answeredin general terms, as the procedures vary considerablywith regard to the complexity and maintenance require-ments. Which approach is best depends on budget,personnel resources, technical conditions, and analysisrequirements. For a little shop with a lower budget, thechange from the Bathtub model to a simple data-drivenmodel would take a much larger share of their financialresources than it would for a larger company. This largecompany may have
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Figure 1: Horizontal versus vertical budgetary allocation

a broad onlinemarketing strategy, andwould face totallydifferent requirements; here, a more complex model in-cluding shop-specific metrics would be worthwhile. Thiswould enable analyses such as reliable cohort analyseswith a smaller number of cases, and the rapid evaluationof new marketing partners.The following whitepaper sheds light on data-driven at-tribution procedures. It deals with the basics of attri-bution analysis, and presents the most common ap-proaches along with their strengths and weaknesses.The aim is to aid in the understanding of complex at-tribution models, and to show where developments willlead in the future.
Objectives of Attribution Analysis
Many shops have high monthly costs for online advertis-ing, optimizing their landing page, and augmenting theirvisibility. Money flows through different marketing chan-nels, such as affiliates, newsletters, retargeting, SEM,SEO, and more. Within these channels are frequentlysub-channels: for example, different providers or a dis-tinction between brand and non-brand keywords in SEOor SEM. There are further levels of granularity, all the waydown to specific campaigns and keywords. This resultsin a potpourri of possibilities for how to allocate an ad-vertising budget, both “horizontally” and “vertically” (seeFigure 1). The question is where to appropriate fundssuch that they bring the highest contribution margin orthe most conversions, clicks, or views. Attribution an-swers exactly this question considering the current bud-getary distribution.
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Figure 2: An example of a customer journey
The foundational concept of attribution is the analysis ofthe “customer journey”. A customer journey is the tripof a user who may reach the landing page several timesvia diverse channels (such as through a Google searchor by clicking on a banner), and at the end carries out adefined action (known as a “conversion”, typically a pur-chase), or not. If the user converts at the end of the cus-tomer journey, it is considered successful.An example of a customer journey is shown in Figure 2.Here, the user initially sees an advertisement matchinghis search query, and visits the landing page for the firsttime by clicking the banner. After some time the usersearches for the product, and arrives to the landing pagevia a search engine. A few days later the user arrives tothe landing page a third time, after being served a retar-geting campaign ad, and then for a final time through anaffiliate partner, ultimately purchasing the product. Withsuch a customer journey, the question now becomes:which share of the individual channels are responsiblefor the conversion and the associated turnover (or, moreprecisely, the contribution margin)?Data-driven attribution models answer this questionthrough a model-based comparison of successful andunsuccessful customer journeys. From this, one can de-termine which factors are relevant for determining suc-cess. The channels involved with successful customerjourneys are then attributed to their relevant contribu-tion margins in proportion to their contribution to suc-cess. At the end of every planning period, typically ona monthly basis, budgets are optimized by allocatingfunds based on the attributed contribution margins ofeach channel/sub-channel etc. The goal is to optimallydistribute the budget among the channels, and thusachieve as many conversions and the highest contribu-tion margins possible within the given budget.

Data
Data-driven procedures learn from the data. The resultsof an attribution analysis can therefore only be as goodas the database. Particular attention needs to be paidto the quality of the data, as problems with data qualityhave a direct impact on the quality and reliability of theresults. Data for attribution can ordinarily include track-ing data (on-site tracking), data from external partners(for example, display advertising), shopping basket data,and data from an internal data warehouse (such as cus-tomer data, order data, and product information). Thedata can and should explicitly consider CRM data, likenew versus established customers, return visitors, andcustomer lifetime value.Even if many tracking service providers don’t like to talkabout it - in practice one should at least deal with thefollowing points in the context of data quality assurance:
Multiple Devices
If a user changes devices multiple times during theircustomer journey (for example, computers at work andhome, a smartphone, and a tablet), this can fragmentthe customer journey. The individual fragments can gen-erally only be merged if the user is logged into an ac-count on each device. However, this is usually only thecase a purchase is made.
Deleting Cookies
In order to assign individual visits of a user (from thesame device) to a customer journey, cookies are gener-ally used in tracking. If the user deletes the cookies orhas their browser configured such that it automaticallydiscards cookies, the customer journey breaks down the
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Figure 3: Many data sources can contribute to an attribution analysis
tracking into sections. Although there are other meth-ods for recognizing users (more precisely: the devicesused), these are often questionable under data protec-tion law or have serious weaknesses with highly stan-dardized devices (e.g. iPhones).
Visibility of Banners
When display banners are used, an advertising effectcan only be assumed if the banner is actually visible onthe page. For example, if the banner is in the lower partof a website and the user does not scroll all the way tothe end, we can exclude the banner from influencing theuser’s behavior. Although it is technically possible to col-lect this information, many advertising networks don’tprovide it as it can be contrary to their interests.
Missing Data on Ad Impressions
Some major advertising partners (like Google and Face-book) do not allow the tracking of impressions on ban-ners, or only to selected certified partners. Google Ad-Words or Facebook dashboards then only provide ag-gregated data on the number of impressions and click-through rates (e.g. on the basis of placements). It istherefore not possible to determine whether individualusers have seen a banner, or how they reacted to it.
Incomplete On-site Metrics
It is not possible to reliably determine the length of timespent on the last page of a session. The use of Javascriptto regularly send events to the server is insufficient as asolution, since themechanism can easily be bypassed bythe user. In visits with many page views, this inadequacy

of the data hardly matters. But this can be a problemin the case of a blog, for example, where users come di-rectly to a post and no further actions take place. It’simpossible to distinguish whether the user left the pageimmediately because the content didn’t meet their ex-pectations (known as a “bounce”), or if the article wasread in entirety and the user left the page afterwards.

CRM-Data
Often CRM data can only be linked if a user is logged in.This happens regularly with successful customer jour-neys, specifically with a purchase. With unsuccessfulcustomer journeys, on the other hand, only a small num-ber of users log in, thus making it impossible to distin-guish between existing customers who are not loggedin, and new customers.

Maintenance of Metadata
Another pitfall lurks in the maintenance of the chan-nel structures. If the data-driven attribution analysis isexplicitly based on the channels occurring in the cus-tomer journey (like in game-theoretical approaches andlifetime models), a consistent channel designation overtime is extremely important. If descriptions change (forexample, if “SEM” is renamed “SEA”), this has to be takeninto account in the data management upstream of at-tribution. This requires the complete communication ofthe change to all involved instances - something that isoften hard to achieve in reality.
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Changes to the Website
The same concept applies to fundamental changes tothe landing page, or tagging of page categories (such asproduct catalogs, product detail pages, or help pages).While fundamental changes are typically communicated,this is often forgotten for smaller - yet possibly still rele-vant - changes. This is particularly true for larger shopswith distributed responsibilities, and clear rules must bedefined about who is to be notified of a change to thewebsite.The above points are by no means an exhaustive list,but rather only examples of difficulties that occur reg-ularly. Overall, the quality of on-site and off-site data issignificantly lower than that of CRM data. Since manyof the problems mentioned above cannot (currently) beavoided, attribution procedures should be able to han-dle incorrect data. The ability of a statistical model - de-spite problematic data - to deliver approximately opti-mal results is called robustness. In relation to the realityof attribution, this property is of central importance.

Selection of the Analysis Period
Data-drivenmodels can only ever be as good as the dataon which the models were calibrated. In addition to thepotential challenges listed in the previous section, thechoice of the analysis period is also critical. Dependingon the industry, the duration of a customer journey canvary significantly. While in some industries 90% of suc-cessful customer journeys take nomore than twoweeks,in other industries the decision-making process could bethree to six weeks. If the period chosen for the analysisis too short, many customer journeys will be truncatedat the edges of the time window because only parts ofthem are in the observation period. For example, cus-tomer journeys at the beginning of the time window ap-pear too short, because previous contacts were not ex-ported. At the other end of the analysis period there isthe problem of customer journeys that are not yet com-pleted. These may be considered unsuccessful, regard-less of whether they convert shortly after the analysis.In order to reduce the share of these problematic cases,a time window of at least 12 weeks (longer if necessary)should serve as a basis for the analysis. In order to en-sure the transferability of the results, it should also beensured that no fundamental changes have been madeto the structure of the marketing channels, tracking, orlanding page during this period.

Data-driven Approaches
Classical heuristics like the Last Contact and Bathtubmodels have had their day in attribution, and have been

replaced by data-driven models. In principle, the expres-sion of a binary variable (like conversion: yes or no) ismodeled. In other words, the systematic differences be-tween successful and unsuccessful customer journeysare identified and analyzed. Thus, attribution modelingis a discrete choice problem; analyzing these differencesallows for the identification of the characteristics thatcontribute positively to a purchase decision, and the ex-tent to which each contact influenced the purchase. Thisenables the attribution of the turnover or the contribu-tion margin.In practice, the following procedures have been estab-lished for this purpose:
• Game-theoretical Models (Shapley-Values)
• Machine Learning Algorithms
• Statistical Regression Approaches

– Logistic Regression
– Bayesian Models

Game-theoretical Models (Shapley-Values)
The game theory models used in attribution are basedon Lord Shapley’s approach. Abstractly speaking, Shap-ley considers a coalition of players who work togethertowards a certain result. The approach makes it possi-ble to determine an individual player’s contribution tothe result, using themarginal contribution of each playerto the overall outcome (the marginal contribution of aplayer is the difference between the result achieved, andwhat would have been achieved without the player inquestion).In attribution analysis, the players are the various chan-nels involved in a customer journey, and the result iswhether or not that journey was successful. The proce-dure only considers the channels involved in a customerjourney and their sequence, though in practice the orderof the channels is usually only taken into account for rel-atively short customer journeys (with amaximumof fourto five contacts), since the number of sequence com-binations for longer chains quickly becomes very largeand thus numerically too complex. No further informa-tion beyond the channels is considered. Advocates ofthe game-theoretical approach argue that the Shapleyapproach has a high level of robustness, and only evercompares “similar” customer journeys with each otherwith regard to the channel sequence. Although this ap-proach is more flexible in terms of channel evaluationthat common regression approaches, it is incompatiblewith findings about the high significance of user-specificengagement metrics (see below).
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Machine Learning
Machine learning algorithms have their roots predomi-nantly in computer science, where they were developedfor the recognition of categories and patterns. The al-gorithms are typically a “black box”, which doesn’t allowfor insights into cause-and-effect relationships betweenthe analysis metrics and the identified categories. Theoptimization to the data set used for the calibration ofthe model carries the risk of “overfitting.” This meansthat the rules from the training data set are perfectlymapped. If these rules are applied to new data setsand future customer journeys, the model might not beflexible enough to adapt. This can be measured by theout-of-sample quality. However, the “meaningfulness” ofthe rules used for classification can’t be checked. Thismeans that in online attribution, machine learning ap-proaches have had limited applicability.
Statistical Regression Approaches
Statistical regression approaches in the context of attri-bution go far beyond multiple linear regression. Rather,they are the class of generalized linear models that com-prise a flexible and proven spectrum of models that areable to describe the relationship between a dependentvariable and (almost) any number of explanatory vari-ables. Furthermore, techniques are available for vari-able selection, modeling non-linear relationships, andweighting and balancing of the database, and numer-ous quality measures exist. Within the framework of themodel, hypotheses about the factors that are assumedto be influential can be tested, and causal relationshipsidentified. Regression approaches thus open the “blackbox” and enable an understanding of the laws that gov-

ern conversion. For example, one could discover a cor-relation such as, “until a saturation range of 20 pageimpressions, each additional page impression increasesthe chance of conversion by 5%”. In addition, the plau-sibility of the correlations can be checked and clearly in-terpreted.
Logistic Regression
In logistic regression, the occurrence of an event or not(a binary dependent variable) is modeled by explanatoryvariables. In an attribution analysis, the event would bea successful or unsuccessful completed customer jour-ney, and would be explained by metrics such as theuser’s on-site behavior (time spent on the site, page im-pressions, etc.), the number of contacts made, the chan-nels observed in the customer journey, and other vari-ables. A disadvantage of attribution modeling basedon logistic regression is that conversion can only be ob-served at the customer journey level. This means thatwithin the model, metrics that exist at the level of indi-vidual contacts (like the number of page views per ses-sion) must be aggregated across all contacts of the cus-tomer journey. For example, the measure might be thesum, arithmetic mean, or maximum of all the observedvalues.
Bayesian Models
Bayesian models, rather than being their own class ofmodels, are rather an extension of existing regressionapproaches with a Bayesian component. The Bayesianapproach allows one to include “prior knowledge” in themodel, in addition to the data. They are particularly use-ful where case numbers are scarce (though this is rare, at
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Figure 4: Comparison of data-driven attribution approaches
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least for websites with high traffic), or in complex mod-els with many influencing factors. However, it shouldalways be noted that the preliminary information usedmust be critically checked for plausibility: if it is not con-sistent, the model delivers falsified results.
Comparison of the Approaches
The data-driven approaches can be compared by an-swering three key questions:
1. Which part of the information contained in the cus-tomer journey data can be considered for the attri-bution analysis?
2. Is it possible to validate the model within the frame-work of a forecast?
3. Does the model allow for the identification of the ef-fect mechanisms, and thus promote a detailed un-derstanding of purchase decisions?
Information Used
The amount of information used by the model in thegame theory approach is small in comparison to whatis used in the machine learning and regression ap-proaches; only the concrete sequence of advertisingchannels in the customer journey is taken into account.Other metrics such as users’ on-site behavior are not in-cluded in the calculation of the Shapley Value. As a re-sult, the contribution of a contact to a successful pur-chase is assessed identically, regardless of whether the

user was intensively involved with the contact (such as along stay or many page impressions), or not.In practice, however, these metrics are very meaningful,as interested users are more likely to buy than thosewho show little intrinsic buying interest. Since this as-sumption is based on basic consumer behavior, themodels based on it are very stable in practice. Analy-ses show, for example, that this correlation applies evenduring the holiday season with higher advertising costsand consumer demand. The ability to consider morethan just channel information is therefore a clear advan-tage of machine learning algorithms and regression ap-proaches.However, it should be noted that in all procedures wherea complete customer journey is the unit of analysis,an aggregation of the contacts of the customer journeymust always be carried out upstream of the analysis, in-evitably involving a loss of information (as shown in Fig-ure 5).Machine learning algorithms and regression approachesalso have to cope with this challenge. It is importantto note that due to their statistical nature, regressionapproaches also offer the possibility to determine thesignificance of the considered variables and statisticallycontrol their selection.
Model Validation
The actual attribution problem is that the contributionsof the individual contacts to the successful outcomeof the customer journey are not directly measurable.Thus, the question arises as to what extent theoretically-
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motivated attribution concepts can be practically vali-dated.Since machine learning algorithms and regression ap-proaches are based on modeling cause-and-effect rela-tionships between a target and customer journey data,future purchase decisions can be predicted. A reliablemeasure of the quality of thesemethods is therefore theability to correctly predict future purchases.Regression approaches are adapted to the particularshop-set standards and achieve an AUC (Area Under theCurve) of 0.75 to 0.85.1. This not only confirms the identi-fied causal relationships, but also underlines the poten-tial for these methods in the area of predictive analytics(see below).
Contextual Interpretation of the Effect Mecha-nism
The game-theoretical approach uses a fixed calcula-tion to quantify the marginal contributions of individualchannels to a successful purchase. As a result, no fur-ther insights into the purchase decision process can begained within the framework of this approach.Machine learning approaches, on the other hand, are of-ten black boxes as a result of their development history.They identify connections between explanatory and de-pendent variables, but their parameters can’t be inter-
1If - analogous to the game-theoretical concept - there is a restric-tion to the use of channel information in the modelling, the predictionquality of the regression methods decreases by more than 40%. Thismeans that the additional metrics considered in the regression modelare extremely relevant for the modeling of the purchase decision andthe attribution - if the focus is on the model quality - should not bebased exclusively on the sequence of the channels.

preted in terms of content (as is the case with neuralnetworks) or are very difficult to interpret (like with ran-dom forests).Regression models, on the other hand, have the advan-tage that the identified cause-and-effect relationshipscan be described and verified in the form of directly-interpretable coefficients and their associated informa-tion on statistical reliability.The panel on the left of Figure 6 shows an example ofthe quantified influence of “time spent on the site” onthe probability of a successful customer journey, end-ing with a purchase: sessions of five to 10 minutes re-sult in a higher probability of purchase, which decreasesas the session length goes beyond that. The panel onthe right displays an example where a medium numberof contacts is optimal in terms of purchase probability,whereas longer chains indicate undecided customers.

Attribution 2.0
What is the perspective for the further development ofattribution modeling?Survival models, a variation from the field of statisticalregression approaches, have great potential. They com-bine the robustness and interpretability inherent in re-gression with the ability to use data directly at the levelof individual contacts. This eliminates the need for ag-gregation, and thus the major disadvantage of model-ing using logistic regression. Such models also have theability to consider the channel sequence, like in game-theoretical approaches, improving model quality.Survival models originate from biometrics, where the
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Figure 6: The impact of time spent on the website on the conversion rate
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time until the occurrence of a certain event (often deathin clinical statistics) is analyzed. This can be directly ap-plied to the customer journey framework. The modelsimply uses the information that no conversion hastaken place up to a certain point in time, which also over-comes the problem of truncated customer journeys in ashort analysis period. Since biometric methods - whichare regularly used for the approval of drugs and the eval-uation of the efficacy of therapies - are subject to thehighest methodological demands, survival models areregarded as very well tested and reliable.
The central parameter of lifetime analysis in attributionis the time-resolved conversion rate. During modeling,the system determines the extent to which the historyof the customer journey (that is, the contacts that tookplace up to a certain point in time and their properties)influences the conversion rate. The information on eachindividual advertising contact is taken into account in themodel, and aggregation across all customer journey con-tacts is not required (see above). The information canbe both the channel information of each contact (anal-ogous to the game-theoretical approach) and any othermetrics (such as engagement or view contacts). The sur-vival approach can also be used to forecast future buy-ing behavior, and thus model quality can be assessedout-of-sample. The estimated causal relationships andtheir plausibility can be checked within the frameworkof content interpretation.
A typical task for lifetime analysis is modeling purchaseprobability as a function of the time of day at which thefirst contact took place. At the same time, the influenceof the time since the first contact on the purchase prob-ability is also of interest. The survival approach makes

it possible to identify and visualize the interaction be-tween the two variables with regard to their effect on thepurchase probability, thus enabling more differentiatedstatements.
First, a clear pattern can be seen for customer journeysthat begin during the day: the successful conclusion ismost likely right after the first contact, and one observesan instant sale. If the customer journey is not completedin time, the purchase probability decreases, and is low-est in the night hours (nocturnal conversion valley). Anincreased conversion rate is recorded every 24 hours.
Customer journeys where the first contact takes placeat night have a very different pattern: after a rela-tively short time there is an increased willingness to buythe next morning, as well as late the following night.The clear pattern of the nocturnal valleys is broken,and rather resembles a bimodal 24 hour pattern. Thisknowledge can be useful for the individual temporalcontrol of display insertions in real-time bidding (RTB),and promises potential savings in comparison to blankettime-based rules (like, “no advertising between midnightand 7:00am”).
Figure 8 shows an example of how the results obtainedin a survival analysis are taken into account when at-tributing sales, and the contribution of the various con-tacts to the successful conclusion of the customer jour-ney. In addition, the different weighting of the influenc-ing factors is shown for each contact.
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Conclusion and Outlook

Attribution analysis forms the basis of an efficient on-line marketing strategy, and directly influences businessresults. The heuristic attribution models that are still be-ing used by some companies are no longer up to date,and the move towards a data-driven, dynamic model isessential. The decision about which of the models pre-sented above is the best one to use is of secondary im-portance: at the channel level (horizontal allocation), thedifferences between the procedures are usually small,with typical deviations no more than +/- 5%. Only whenthe requirements are more specific (for example, whenreliable results are needed even in small subgroups, per-haps at short notice when evaluating a new banner),the model quality becomes more important. More re-cent developments show that approaches can be opti-mized with shop-specific extensions, especially for mod-els from the regression family of approaches. In individ-ual cases, it is also necessary to decide at which pointoptimization makes sense in the context of budgeting.
The survival model is a data-driven approach that avoidsthe need for information loss through aggregation. Thechannel information of each contact can be used, lever-aging the strength of the game-theoretical approach, aswell as any other metrics, in the context of regressionmodeling.

Extensions
Extensions for online attribution center around two top-ics: the inclusion of offline contacts (mainly TV and mailadvertising) and the use of data and models for predic-tive analytics.In addition to data-driven attribution, the use of cus-tomer journey data holds great potential in the field ofpredictive analytics. The information contained in thedata can be used not only retrospectively for attribution,but also in real time for forecasting customer behavior.The concept of predictive customer segmentation fore-casts the purchase probability of individual customerswith the help of lifetime models. The customer seg-ments identified on the basis of this forecast can thenbe addressed using differentiated marketing measures -even in real time with RTB. The combination of forecast-ing purchase probabilities and forecast-basedmarketingenables a significant increase in ROI.Assuming a certain minimum budget for offline adver-tising is met, the influence of TV and catalog mailers ononline purchases can now quite reliably be recognized.Similarly to online attribution analysis, “TV Impact” hasreplaced early heuristic approaches based simply ona baseline subtraction with a sound, data-driven algo-rithm (see: Best Practice TV-Tracking: Why a simple base-line correction is not enough!).Some companies target existing customers through cat-alog mailings. Often every online sale shortly after thereceipt of a catalog is attributed completely to the cat-alog, which can be misleading. Analyses of customer
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Figure 8: Contribution of the various contacts to the successful CJ
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Figure 9: Potential of using CJ data
journey data show that the behaviour patterns of typi-cal catalog customers differ from those of purely onlinecustomers, as the former primarily inform themselvesoutside the internet. The customer journeys of catalogcustomers are therefore shorter on average, containingfewer page impressions and a larger proportion of con-tacts from the “direct” and “SEM/SEO brand” channels.In addition, the composition of shopping baskets oftendiffer. However, these samples are not available fromall online customers who have received a catalog. Thisraises the suspicion that some customers are not follow-ing the catalog afterall. In these cases the catalog hasabout as much relevance as a banner that’s outside ofthe visible area of the screen. This suspicion can be sub-stantiated by the results of accompanying order com-pletion surveys, which suggest that up to one third ofcatalog recipients were not interested in receiving thecatalog in the first place. Intelligent, data-driven modelsare able to identify these orders, which has clear impli-cations
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